MAIL SECURITY
FOR MICROSOFT EXCHANGE SERVER

ENJOY SAFER TECHNOLOGY™
### What it does

**Antivirus and Antispyware**
- Scans all inbound and outbound POP3, SMTP and IMAP traffic
- Filters email-borne threats, including spyware at the gateway level
- Provides all tools for full-fledged server protection, including the resident shield and on-demand scanner
- Powered by the advanced ThreatSense® technology combining speed, accuracy and minimal system impact

**Antispam**
- Stops spam and phishing messages with high interception rates
- Improved antispam engine allows to define antispam threshold scores with greater precision
- All antispam settings are fully integrated in the product’s GUI
- Real file type detection - lets admin apply policies for specific type of content in e-mail attachments

**Remote Administration**
- ESET Mail Security for MS Exchange is compatible with ESET Remote Administrator
- Offers a set of pre-defined actions in response to scanning results
- Allows you to remotely deploy, manage, update and report on all instances of ESET security software in the company network

**Logs & Statistics**
- Lets you keep abreast of security status with detailed and comprehensive logs and statistics
- Spam logs - Displays sender, recipient, spam score, classification reason and action taken
- Greylisting log - Displays greylisted sender, recipient, action taken and status
- Allows to monitor server performance in real time

**Smooth Operation**
- Automatically excludes critical server files from scanning (including Microsoft Exchange folders)
- The built-in license manager automatically merges two or more licenses with the same customer name
- Improved installer supports migration of all previous version settings (v4.2 or v4.3)
- eShell command line control - lets the admin run scripts to perform actions or create/modify configurations

**Enhanced Quarantine**
- Allows to create separate quarantine configurations for individual mailboxes

---

**Operating Systems:**

**Mail Servers:**

**Processor Architecture:**
- Intel®/AMD® x86/x64